Windows 10 Pro means business.

CLOUD
BURST
Don't let malware flood your data

More than half of SMBs shut down within 6 months
of a data breach1. Surely, you don’t want to be one of them.

65%

SMBs see shadow IT
activities as threats to
data security.1

50%

84%

of SMBs delayed a
Cloud implementation
due to lack of
cybersecurity skills.1

of SMBs find data
security to be the
biggest concern related
to Cloud computing.2

Cloud isn’t an option anymore. It is the way forward for all businesses.
The next wave of digital revolution – artificial intelligence, robotics, Internet of Things,
and Big Data analytics will be underpinned by Cloud.

“40% of SMBs* cite Security and Privacy as top concerns
with cloud services”
– Forrester Data Global Business Technographics® Software Survey, 2017
*SMBs = 1-999 employees

So, clearly while selecting a Cloud strategy SMBs will
look at the security aspects of the solutions intently.

How firms protect "as-a-service" environments
that are offered via Cloud deployment:
(For PC/Tablet Users)

30%

25%

23%

24%

23%

Encrypt data
before it moves
to the Cloud

Track movement
of data to and
within the Cloud

Draft service
level agreements
with providers

Perform regular
security assessments
of providers

Get security
certificates from
"as-a-service" providers

32%

34%

22%

24%

25%

Limit unauthorized
access to data
and applications

Identify
sensitivity of
data in the Cloud

Use Cloud security
gateways or Cloud
access security brokers

Use centralized
Cloud workload
security management

Implement
Cloud
tokenization

Source: Forrester Data Global Business Technographics® Security Survey, 2017

Endpoint devices are a gateway to your
organization’s data in the Cloud. With an increase
in the number of mobile employees and remote
workers, ensuring data safety has become even
more challenging for organizations.

Secure your
data, but secure
your devices first.

So, choosing endpoint devices with built-in data
security features and granting complete visibility
and control to IT departments is essential.

Lenovo offers robust in-built security and device
management features across its endpoint device categories

USER AUTHENTICATION: control the
access to your data in the Cloud
Biometric Authentication through Windows Hello
and ThinkPad Glance: offers uncompromised security
with advanced facial recognition and gaze tracking
Multifactor Authentication using Intel® Authenticate:
enforce user identity protection for access to the
corporate domain, network, and VPN

ThinkPad X1 Carbon

DEVICE AND DATA MANAGEMENT: enable
your IT team to control and supervise
endpoint devices
Windows 10 Pro enabled MDM: manage Active Directory
Domain-joined devices through Windows MDM, and
migrate easily to a Cloud-based management service

ThinkPad X1 Yoga

Intel® Active Management Technology (Intel® AMT):
prevent unsolicited access by remotely wiping the
data on the disk drive using Remote Secure Erase

PHYSICAL DEVICE SECURITY: prevent
unauthorized access to your data and devices
Smart USB Protect: allow data transfer through ports
only for authorized personnel
ThinkShutter: physically secure and cover the camera
for additional privacy
ThinkPad X280

REMOTE DIAGNOSTICS AND RECOVERY:
remotely manage, repair, and update
endpoint devices
Windows BitLocker: recover data from hard drive
in case of device failure and prevent data breach
by encrypting the hard drive

ThinkCentre M910 SFF

Intel® Active Management Technology (Intel® AMT):
enables IT to discover, repair, and help protect
networked devices remotely

DATA PROTECTION: ensure device and data
protection at multiple stages
Lenovo Vantage: distinguishes between legitimate
and malicious networks. Detects threats or attacks
near the laptop and alerts IT
Coronet: allows only trusted users, devices, networks,
and Cloud services to access your data
ThinkPad T580

Source:
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